Robots Working with Humans or Humans Working with Robots? Searching for Social Dimensions in New Human-Robot Interaction in Industry
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Abstract: The focus of the following article is on the use of new robotic systems in the manufacturing industry with respect to the social dimension. Since “intuitive” human–machine interaction (HMI) in robotic systems becomes a significant objective of technical progress, new models of work organization are needed. This hypothesis will be investigated through the following two aims: The first aim is to identify relevant research questions related to the potential use of robotic systems in different systems of work organization at the manufacturing shop-floor level. The second aim is to discuss the conceptualization of (old) organizational problems of human–robot interaction (HRI). In this context, the article reflects on the limits of cognitive and perceptual workload for robot operators in complex working systems. This will be particularly relevant whenever more robots with different “roles” are to be increasingly used in the manufacturing industry. The integration of such complex socio-technical systems needs further empirical and conceptual research with regard to “social” aspects of the technical dimension. Future research should, therefore, also integrate economic and societal issues to understand the full dimensions of new human–robot interaction in industry today.
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1. Introduction

There is a growing notion that our society is entering a “robot society” [1]. In 2014, The Guardian told its audience that “it’s increasingly common, a cliché even, for us to read about the inexorable rise of the robot as the fundamental shift in advanced economies that will transform the nature of work and opportunity within society. The robot is supposedly the specter threatening the economic security not just of the working poor but also the middle class across mature societies” [2]. The video series “Robotica” at the New York Times website [3] also revealed the variety of applications of robots in our daily life, but at the same time underlined the potentials, limits and problems that require further understanding [4]. In addition to the public interest, an increasing number of policy reports and scientific articles are being issued on these topics, indicating the rise of robots at work and in daily life of modern societies in the nearest future.

In an article published already in 1996, the Japanese scientist Masakasu Ejiri approached the future development of robotics. He verified that, “many robotics researchers believe that autonomous robots will play an important role in our future society” [5]. He particularly refers to work environments...
where most types of robots are being used. The researcher from the famous Hitachi Lab\textsuperscript{1} assumed that in the future most of the problems identified with robots will be “resolved” based on new technical options for mobility and motion control by robots as well as energy and battery developments. Indeed, these issues have been considered as major challenges in the field of industrial robotics, namely, the so-called collaborative robots. Particular research and development needs have been identified in the field of “machine reliability”. Ejiri concluded, based on the state of the art at that time, which “we should direct efforts towards providing assistance to human drivers” [5]. He also assumes robotics in medical field applications to be one of the most commonly used automated systems in the future. Referring to technical assistance in surgery, Ejiri points out that “the final goal should not be an automatic surgery machine, but a machine with the capability to help a surgeon as a skilled assistant” [5]. This example refers to “imaginaries” [6] that can also be applied to robotics in general. Additionally in work environments in manufacturing, the idea of “assistance” to skilled workers becomes crucial and is still considered as the major challenge from the technical point of view.

The notion of “social” dimensions derives from the worker–robot interaction (WRI) with regard to industry safety, control systems and interface ergonomics. To a certain extent, these specifics are increasingly turning into decisive aspects of human–robot interaction (HRI) in general. HRI can be applied to developments and standards in the field of service robotics and also to all sectors in manufacturing processes. HRI, in this context, is understood as a generic field where one can include “classical” human–machine interaction (HMI) elements like communication with machines, intermediation between humans and objects, need for anticipation, simulation, etc. [7–11]. That means, system integrators, robot manufacturers and companies are increasingly aware of the need to consider “social” aspects and this does not only refer to ergonomic or safety issues. It basically refers to new qualification needs, new technical competences, and organizational competences with regard to working teams, competences in communication and decision processes within work processes. All these issues are key aspects that need to be considered when reflecting on system development in the working relation between humans and robots. Such issues, however, are mostly addressed by sociological competences. Another field of research is the field of risk analysis and safety implications of HRI addressed in the work of Thrun [12], Prewett et al. [13], and Heyer [14]. Most of them use examples from work environments. From a technical perspective, these studies take up many issues of the “social” dimension of HRI. However, these “social” issues seem to be viewed only from the perspective of technical improvements and safety.

There is a huge body of literature on issues of technical progress with regard to its social impact, both in industry sociology and in technology assessment (TA). An early TA study on “Social Impacts of Robotics” in 1982 shows how deeply the discussion on the social impact of robotics on working lives was rooted in that decade [15]. The “social issues” addressed in the discussion focused on productivity, labor, education and training needs, and international impacts. By then, only few TA studies on robotics focused on the impact on humans and society, especially in terms of employment and training needs. First studies on HMI were almost limited to ergonomics and can be assigned to research on robotics. In the field of industrial sociology, the prominent studies in the 1980s focused on the introduction of automated technology. This technology included numerical control systems, transfer machines, computerized design, and was extensively introduced in the manufacturing industry [16–19]. These studies were triggered by the discussion about technology determinism—from Veblen or Ellul [20] in the early 20th century to Blauner’s work on alienation [21] or Braverman’s book on deskilling [17] in the postwar decades—and later by the prominent debate about the limits of division of labor by Kern and Schumann [22]. Since then, most studies have observed the increased complexity of technical systems and concentrated on the implications of automated systems in terms of organizational changes, qualification changes, up- and deskilling processes, as well as labor market changes [17,23–25].

\textsuperscript{1} Hitachi is one of the major robot producers, and this lab is also a think tank. In Japan, such units are scientifically very sound.
Based on empirical studies, the interdependencies between machines and work organization have been analyzed intensively and from a variety of angles for decades. Specifically, since the 1990s, the ubiquitous use of IT in almost any working environment has introduced a shift in work in the “Internet Age” [26]. Although the principles of information processing work were already introduced in manufacturing work much earlier [17], the “transformation of work in a global knowledge economy” [26] was now supported by scientific and technological evidence. Besides a fundamental IT-enabled organizational and institutional restructuring of work in different branches and sectors worldwide, as mentioned by Huws et al. [27], changes in work in its manifold dimensions increasingly attracted the attention of research. In manufacturing, scientific attention basically focused on new qualification and skills requirements, the increase of standardization processes, and polarization processes [25]. Only very few studies dealt with the introduction of machines to improve the working conditions by involving workers in more qualified tasks like programming, maintenance and control [28–33]. There is no single trend in technical development, but there are multiple ones, as pointed out by Krings [34], Sandeberg [35], and van den Besselaar [36]. However, it seemed difficult to reflect on the role of technology in terms of a model of interdependencies related to managerial strategies and to principles of decision-making processes with regard to working environments.

Taking these considerations into account, the paper focuses on the social dimension, which is intimately related to new concepts of complex work environments (CWE). In view of the new HRI, the “social” dimension has to be redefined by reflecting on the interrelationship of robots with humans at work, its organizational models, and underlying managerial strategies. Here, “old” questions discussed in former debates seem helpful, but reflection on the social effects of these technical systems also requires further research and empirical evidence.

Based on different project outcomes, the following Sections reflect on the social dimension of HRI from technical perspectives, pointing to the growing importance of robots worldwide. The authors follow the idea that new technical developments in robotics will lead to a new quality of HRI which will re-define “social” issues of working with robots from a social perspective. This perspective would raise questions as to the involvement of humans, an increase in creativity in work processes, and new forms of quality of work. These reflections are developed in the last Section.

2. Robots Everywhere

The dissemination of robots worldwide shows the high relevance of this technology in manufacturing. The introduction rate of advanced robots in manufacturing is still much higher than that of service robots in other branches. However, the expected trend is towards a significant increase in these markets. Most industrial robots (IR) are introduced in the automotive industry, which is the sector with the highest density of robots worldwide [37–39] (see Figure 1).

The average global robot density is about 66 industrial robots installed per 10,000 employees in the manufacturing industry [38]. The high rate of automation in the automotive industry compared to all other sectors is demonstrated by comparison of the number of industrial robots in operation per 10,000 employees in the automotive industry and in all other industries [38]. In international comparison, Japan has the highest robot density in the automotive industry. In 2013, more than 1.5 thousand industrial robots were installed per 10,000 employees in the Japanese automotive industry, while in the other manufacturing sectors the density was 214 robots per 10,000 employees. Considering the automotive sector, this rate is followed by Germany with 1.2 thousand robots, the United States and the Republic of Korea with 1.1 thousand units each. The International Federation of Robotics (IFR)

---

2 For example the projects Social Implications of Robotics in Manufacturing Industry (IR@MI) at KIT (2012–2015), Intuitive Interaction between Humans and Industrial Robot Systems—A Contribution to a Conceptual Approach (I3RS) at KIT (2012–2015), or the EU project Dynamics of Virtual Work supported by the COST program (2013–2016). Within these projects, the authors conducted several interviews with robotics researchers, managers from the manufacturing industry, technology safety experts, workers’ committee members, system developers, and company engineering staff members.
states that “from 2015 to 2017, robot installations are estimated to increase by 12% on average per year (CAGR): about 6% in the Americas as well as in Europe, and about 16% in Asia/Australia. The trend towards automation continues to increase the volume of robot installations” [38] (p. 17). The strong increase in the number of robots is expected to continue, especially in the Asian market, as shown in Figure 2:

Figure 1. Estimated worldwide annual supply of industrial robots by industries (2012–2014). *: Incl. fabricated metal products, basic metals and machinery industry; **: Incl. communication, computer and medical precision. Source: World Robotics 2015.


In spite of the financial crisis in most of the large industrial economies, the number of industrial robots (IR) that are still operational is growing fast. That means, the density of industrial robots in the total manufacturing industry can be expected to increase. According to our interviewees, the continued investment in robotics is based on the need to push for increased productivity in companies
to face competition by reduced lead-to-market time, higher quality standards, and flexible adaptation to the market demand. The products that can be produced at lower cost have been transferred to production sites in regions of the world where price-based competition is intensified. Those products that cannot be produced in that way (because of their technical specificities or quality standards) have been designed to be manufactured in a standard way through automation but still with high variability and quality. Table 1 shows the increase in the density of robots in manufacturing in most industrialized economies.

Table 1. Annual rate of increase in industrial production and density of robots in the manufacturing employment. Source: National Statistics, Laborstat (up to 2008), International Monetary Fund (IMF) and International Federation of Robotics (IFR).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Annual Rate of Increase in Industrial Production (%)</th>
<th>Robots Per 10,000 Employees in Manufacturing (IFR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean Rep.</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 1, the rate of industrial production in China has been continuously increasing in the first decade of the 21st century, with an annual rate of around 13 percent [38], and also other large economies have recovered from the financial crisis. Exceptions are Japan and Korea, where the rate is not that high, but these countries have the highest density of robots in their workforce. What seems striking is the very strong increase in the robot density in the Chinese manufacturing sector of around 210 percent from 2000 until 2011. It should be noted, however, that the robot density is still very low compared to other highly robotized countries (especially Germany, United States, Japan, and Korea) [38].

A major problem of robotization is its potential impact on the industry labor market. Figure 3 shows the high percentage of jobs at risk, based on Frey and Osborne’s [24] models of computerization of jobs in the United States.

Figure 3. Percentage of EU jobs at risk of computerization by country. Source: Bruegel, calculations based on Frey and Osborne [24], International Labor Office (ILO), EU Labour Force Survey [40].
The risks result from the potential decline of employment in manufacturing and the need to increase production volumes, as stated by Gorle and Clive [41] in their report to IFR. Economic pressure on productivity is seen as a significant factor for the increasing investment in robots (and ICT in general) and for labor substitution. Especially those jobs that are characterized by simple and repetitive tasks are at risk to be replaced by automated systems, according to several studies, e.g., by Braverman [17], Corbett [42], Ramioul [43] or Miller and Atkinson [44]. The introduction of robots in manufacturing has been identified as a major trend in the modernization of industry [1,37,45–47]. However, the training and skills requirements for operating these machines are much higher compared to conventional tasks. This can lead to shifts in employment. Thus, the percentage of jobs at risk of being replaced by machines is difficult to estimate and other criteria have to be taken into account.

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) report on the future of productivity by McGowan et al. states that, “labor productivity initially grew rapidly following 1950, reflecting significant scope for catch-up and the rebuilding of war-ravaged capital stocks. Productivity growth decelerated from the early 1970s, but convergence continued in many economies. From the mid-1990s, productivity growth accelerated in the United States, largely reflecting the large productivity gains associated with rapid diffusion in ICT” [48] (p. 21). However, after that, growth slowed down because of the financial crisis in many economies after 2008. Labor productivity in a number of OECD countries had already slowed down before (during the 2000–2007 period). According to the OECD report “the productivity slowdown may partly reflect the pull-back in the pace of KBC (knowledge-based capital) accumulation observed in many OECD economies during the early 2000s” [48] (p. 28). One factor pointed out is the decline in business start-up rates, as observed in many OECD countries even before the crisis. Another important factor is the increasing competition, which impedes the access of small businesses to more advanced technologies. Emphasis is also laid on the fact that “increases in the complexity of technologies over time may have also increased the amount and sophistication of complementary investments required for technological adoption” [48] (p. 49). The OECD report stresses the need for improvements in managerial quality to solve this problem.

To understand the impact of robots in manufacturing, it is important to take into account that this type of production machines is usually applied in large-sized companies. The Fraunhofer Institute of Systems and Innovation Research (ISI) report based on the European Manufacturing Survey states that, “larger companies have more experiences with the introduction of advanced production technologies and more possibilities and higher economies of scale to make efficient use of industrial robot systems” [49] (p. 34). In the same report, Jäger et al. acknowledge that, “manufacturers of rubber and plastic products and manufacturers of transport equipment have the highest share of companies using industrial robots in their production processes, with 46% and 45% respectively. This may be basically caused by the large volumes and batch sizes these sectors are able to run in their production processes and in particular in their assembly processes, which allows for intensive investments in advanced automation technologies” [49] (p. 34). “It seems”—the report continues—“that users of industrial robots are more frequently able to realize higher economies of scale than non-users of robots” [49] (p. 48). In other words, “companies that use industrial robots intensively in their manufacturing operations show a significantly higher labor productivity than companies that do not. It seems that intensive users of industrial robots are better at realizing efficient production processes due to shorter processing times, higher process quality and competitive economies of scale, which enable them to perform manufacturing operations with an above average labor productivity even in high wage countries” [49] (p. 55).

The report by Jäger et al., mentioned above, states that, in case “automation systems and robots enhance human workers instead of replacing them, human-robot interaction has a severe impact on the outcome of the manufacturing industry. The handling of limitations and interdependence of both, technology and human workers is a key issue” [49] (p. 32) and may play an important role in improving productivity and working conditions. The mere replacement of workers by technology will
not enable long-term improvement of economic indicators, neither at the company level, nor at the national level.

To conclude, it seems that working with robots became reality at least in selected branches like automotive, electronics, metal engineering or plastics already in the last decades of the last century. In these branches, larger companies have developed automation processes to improve their productivity. Such companies are better placed to focus on human involvement in technology processes with new organizational schemes, as indicated, e.g., by Anderson and Gartner [28], Bernstein et al. [29], Brödner and Latniak [50], and Cypher [30]. The more robots are introduced in work environments, the more human interaction with those systems becomes crucial. Thus, a management strategy for human involvement in the production activity becomes decisive for developing and implementing the organizational policy towards productivity or the quality standards adopted. Evaluating the increase in the number of robots in industry without considering its economic impact does not seem adequate. The increase in productivity seems to be the driver for working with robots in many branches.

3. Robots and New Forms of HRI

As mentioned before, HRI as a research field has always dealt with safety issues as the basic “social” dimension [51]. In particular, the ISO standard on collaborative robots developed these aspects, such as the ISO/TS 15066. Other standards follow this approach. Most robots operate in industrial settings where they perform different tasks like assembly, welding, painting, or drilling. Evaluation of HRI basically implies a risk assessment in terms of safety. Evidence for this can be found in the EN ISO 10218-1:2006 standard on safety requirements for robots for industrial environments, published in 2006 [51–53]. As pointed out by Fischer and Lehrl [19], Frey and Osborne [24] and Wagner et al. [54], this standard refers not only to the ergonomic dimension, but also clearly emphasizes organizational issues (social implications) where different options are available, such as the question whether workers should perform more qualitative tasks or should be integrated in work group concepts.

Robotic assistance to enhance the manual dexterity and accuracy of instrument manipulation is mainly used in the manufacturing industry, as stated by Dario [55] and IFR in general [38]. This can be illustrated with the example of the light-weight robot developed at the DLR Institute of Robotics and Mechatronics: “Sensor technology, like the integrated joint torque sensors and link side potentiometers in addition to the common motor position sensors, allow for the implementation of safety features which go far beyond the state of the art in industrial robotics and facilitate the opening of new markets like medical applications or future service robotics scenarios. Potential industrial application fields are the fast automatic assembly, as well as manufacturing activities performed in cooperation with humans (industrial robot assistant)” [56] (p. 10). With regard to robot assistants or collaborative robots in industrial environments as described in Albu-Schäffer et al. [56] (see also Kaiser [57], Kochan [58], and Krüger et al. [59]), the studies by Kobayashi et al. [60] and Medeiros and Sadowski [61] refer to the importance of further research on the integration of humans in robot systems.

With new technical developments that may create a new quality of working environments, HRI research is facing great challenges today. The most relevant issues are:

(a) augmented reality, haptics and human enhancement
(b) task complexity
(c) intuitive interfaces

3.1. Augmented Reality, Haptics, Human Enhancement

The “augmented reality” (AR) approach seems to allow for new working methods, basically related to simulation tasks in many working environments. To date, most applications are in the medical sector and manufacturing industry. In the near future, it will be possible to use it in most branches, from tourism to logistics. Augmented reality implies artificial vision and human-machine interfaces with complex layers of artificial intelligence that enable the anticipation of work actions and
connection to relational and knowledge-based systems. Here, the interaction is based on innovative visual markings. AR allows programming, e.g., an automatic surface fitting with constant contact force. The augmented reality approach, as one form of assisted technology, also provides major opportunities for HRI in safer environments. Furthermore, it can be used in telerobotics because it allows the operator to work as if he was present at a remote work environment. According to Nee et al., virtual reality has been proven to be useful in medical robots for surgeries and telerobotics and “some studies have reported the use of AR in robotic systems to address HRI and robot programming issues” [62] (p. 664). Augment reality can also provide a means for visual feedback to the robot operator [56]. Nee et al. conclude that, “the use of virtual robot models enables the operators to program the robot by guiding the virtual models without having to interact physically with the real robot manipulators” [62] (p. 664).

As Kaiser [57] mentions, robots should provide the capability to autonomously execute certain operations and relieve the operator in manufacturing environments from difficult control tasks. According to Kaiser, “robot skills” means the ability of the robot to safely change something from a current state to a desired one (from the programmer’s point of view) in the presence of uncertainty, “with the individual control functions applied using only initialization data and direct sensorial information at runtime” [57]. It is stressed that it is most important that the access to the necessary information is as easy and intuitive as possible [63–65]. According to Prewett et al., “the literature highlights the importance of the visual channel in determining HRI task performance” [13] (p. 846). In the same paper, the authors identify three main pieces of evidence from several studies:

(1) Users have better functioning in visually sparse or simple environments.
(2) Studies that manipulated visual features to mitigate workload report a positive impact from the interventions.
(3) As task demands are increased, auditory and tactile feedback facilitates operator’s work [13] (p. 846).

One important conclusion from these studies is that augmented reality and haptics will play an important role in the development of HRI offering better working conditions. They can eventually become a condition for task performance. In near future the operator will become enhanced with assistive components that will enable him/her to increase the awareness at the working place and the performance of his/her tasks.

According to Tsarouchi et al., “[r]egarding the physical HRI and safety, numerous research studies have been done so far. Despite the fact that these aspects are really important to HRI in an industrial environment, there is no considerable research directed to such applications” [66].

Such approaches are even more important whenever “dependability of complex robotic systems in anthropic domains during normal operation is threatened by different kinds of potential failures or unmodeled aspects in sensors, control/actuation systems, and software architecture, which may result in undesirable behaviours”, as stated by de Santis et al. [7].

3.2. Task Complexity

Without doubt, working with robots implies a higher level of task complexity. This complexity is increased by interfaces with ICT and robots, multitasking, responsibility for machine operation, anticipation of robot action, and decisional procedures. Interference effects with human actions and management of potentially conflicting work areas [14,42,67–69] as well as the definition of principles to regulate the involvement of humans in the control of such equipment as system agents are other aspects that can further contribute to the task complexity. With an increase in the number and complexity of such interfaces, the capacity of human intervention can become limited and further problems may arise, even with unmanned systems [70]. For example, the variety of inputs may decrease the awareness for prevention of potential problems or situation awareness. Attention may be focused on interface elements that are less complex, while de-focused attention may cause a perception problem, especially
if the interfaces require particular attention or are quite complex in its components as mentioned by Colombo et al. [71], Lenz [72] and Morioka and Sakakibara [73].

Some research questions can be described as dealing with concepts of the relation of automated systems and job design. At first glance, it may seem that they have been recurring issues over the last years. However, an evaluation of these concepts seems difficult. A common hypothesis in the literature is that working with robots has significantly increased safety problems in production areas. Another problem identified is a shift in the framework of the relation between humans and machines in their work environment. New questions should be asked to understand emerging problems of allocating, monitoring and diagnosing responsibilities in automated systems due to increasing task complexity [14,30,74,75]. For example, Tsarouchi et al. state that one important challenge for HRI “is the design and development of multimodal communication frameworks that aspire to simplify the programming process of complex tasks” [66]. These problems depend on the management policy of work organization, on the cultural context of the company, on the competence and experience of the workforce.

In such conditions, it can be questionable how far it is possible to implement real interactive procedures. The same applies to the use of HRI including organizational dimensions. We cannot really speak about “common aims” in co-working environments that integrate humans and robots. However, the concept of “common aims” must be seriously taken into account when developing workgroup strategies [16,58,74]. And is it possible at all to design such work environments without appropriate workgroup strategies?

Given the expected trends of robots in manufacturing, it is also necessary to discuss the role of agents in complex work environments (CWEs), including robots, automated machinery, sensors, and human operators with increased task complexity and mental workload [7,45,76,77]. This discussion refers to the inner logic of technological development in each element involved in the working environment, and to their implications for the way humans work as and use such agents in their work environment [28,30,56]. This requires explicit definition of different decision-making processes with regard to different models of working environments and work quality in such CWEs, following Eason [78], Groom [79], and Moniz and Krings [10]. Generally, this type of analysis continues to ask: What is an autonomous system in the production sphere? And who is the end-user with individual responsibility and capacity for decision-making in operating processes that may affect safety and quality of work? The answers are manifold and provide a better understanding of the role of human work in increasingly automated spaces [5,7,46,80].

In the epistemological tradition of “social construction of technology” from Bijker et al. [16], Huws et al. [26], or Wagner et al. [54], technology can be defined not as a tool or an equipment designed and marketed, but as a socio-technical relation that integrates the equipment and working tools, the operators, and the material to be transformed. In these relations, the concepts of “agents”, “co-working” or “human-centered technical systems” constitute new working dimensions related to HRI. Agents in work spheres and co-working action also lead to greater complexity of work environments.

3.3. Intuitive Interfaces

As shown above, new technical requisites are to be actually found in industry: “[...] being easily combined with manual labor in a safe and natural way, without adding safeguards and interlocks that increase engineering and installation effort beyond economic viability”, as stated by Kock et al. [81].

Most of them are being developed in the field of applied artificial intelligence, such as augmented reality and artificial vision with regard to manufacturing tasks. Intuitive interaction is another issue that may play a role in improving these human sensing capacities using new technical innovations. This view is widely confirmed by many robot manufacturers using this approach in their research and development activities [53,57,65,82,83].

Widening the perspective to identified social implications such as intuitive interaction between humans and robot systems is the central motivation of this hypothesis. In this context, different
technical options of intuitive interaction have to be analyzed and assessed, for example, with regard to increasing decision options for human operators. However, intuitive HRI is also able to increase technical autonomy (autonomous robots or agents in complex systems) and displace human labor. In other cases, intuitive HRI can enhance safety, increase productivity, and facilitate human operation in working environments. Finally, highly qualified work environments with robots usually require more sophisticated systems for co-working strategies [7,13,52,84].

Studies on HRI, e.g., by Thrun [12], Bernstein et al. [29], Schraft and Meyer [83], Kiesler and Hinds [68], or Hinds et al. [77], also stress the significance of intuitive interfaces in the interaction between humans and automated systems. Some of them underline that, in a few years, human-robot interaction will become a primary concern in the majority of robotic applications. Barattini et al. discuss the recognition of “gestabulary” (gesture vocabulary) or “feedbackulary” (feedback vocabulary) [45] as sets of standard gestures or feedback for specific commands. Others point to the need to develop intuitive teaching methods to be applied in small and medium-sized enterprises [83]. At least there seems to be consensus across the scientific community that many of the current problems in HRI are yet to be solved. And most of those contributions would come from different scientific backgrounds, as social sciences to be one of them.

Some authors still argue that intuitive programming of robots, i.e., Programming by Demonstration, is needed to transfer human skills to the robot, as is mentioned by Colombo et al. [71]. However, the aim should not be to leave the human operator without skills but to develop methods that allow human operators (or tutors) to “teach” simple tasks to robots, and not “transfer” them.

Mohs et al. define intuitivity as the existence of unconscious application of prior knowledge that leads to effective interaction [65] between humans and robots. We may also apply this definition to HRI. The question remains whether the dominant model of work organization with HRI enables and recognizes the role of tacit knowledge in work processes. In the intuitive interaction process, the decision-making process usually includes a tutor—a robot operator or a software programmer—depending on the organizational options. However, the robot system as an autonomous agent is also included in the decision process. According to Kaiser, the effort involved in control design can only be effectively reduced when a decision is subject to mutual confirmation by a human operator and an automated agent (e.g., a robot) [57]. For Heyer, the question is “how robots fit into existing organizational structures, and how they are accountable to the organization in terms of safe and reliable operation is yet to be determined” [9]. Such statements demonstrate that in most modelings of robots, actions between humans and machines need to be defined as a socio-technical relationship.

The relevance of human/operator-robot interfaces (HMI in general, and WRI in particular) is due to complex work systems using robotic system at the shop floor. Therefore, in HRI research there must be a stronger focus on social aspects of working, such as those related to the emergence of new competences, skills and new training needs, as well as to productivity and improved workplace environment [85–87]. These topics were very important in the debate in industrial sociology during the last decades of the 20th century and are also relevant in the context of robotic work environments. The discussion about the social implications of automation in manufacturing can also serve as a starting point to discuss the present conditions of HRI development and possibilities for its implementation at the shop floor.

Such perspectives to HRI have been conducted using interdisciplinary analysis methods, joining social scientists and computer scientists. The studies on technology assessment and work developed by the authors at ITAS-KIT (see [84,88]) use the method of interdisciplinary analysis to analyze existing approaches to HRI. The involvement of social scientists and computer scientists in common research on work and technology can contribute to a holistic perspective of the problems related to the integration of humans in automated environments (CWE) or to working with robots, and can help identify solutions for improving working conditions. This methodology aims to improve the knowledge awareness about the use of intelligent robots at the shop-floor level in the manufacturing industry.
It also aims to evaluate the available organizational alternatives of using intuitive robot interaction to improve performance and productivity outputs.

Preliminary results confirm the assumed positive correlation between participatory approaches of intuitive robot interaction and performance output. In fact, industrial automation is achieving more advanced capacities that contributes to improved production processes in terms of higher performance levels, better quality standards, and increased technical flexibility. The complexity and flexibility of manufacturing equipment is revealed, in particular, by the need of programming or re-programming (off- or on-line) options and by increased multi-functionality. For instance, new programming methods allow the automated production of small lot sizes or even single work pieces, hand drawings made with a digital pen can be automatically transferred into robot programs, or robot trajectories can be defined by guiding the robot using tactile feedback. Such flexibility can improve task performance, with direct effects on quality, safety, and productivity [28,74]. These technical possibilities can justify the adoption of some models of tasks organization that give more autonomy to workers and improve communication flows between different working groups and technical staff. Increased flexibility may also enable better involvement of system operators in decision about better options.

Safety is not a new problem, and although much research has been done recently in this field, it is still unsolved. The aspect of safety in manufacturing automation should also be considered from the social perspective. Other aspects that are closely related to the social dimension deal with ergonomic design, situation awareness, risk assessment, and quality of working life. Thus, the overarching research topic clearly refers to the “social implications of robotics”, which was defined by Tranfield [89], Eason [78], and Das and Jayaram [67].


Some of the most critical approaches to the development of robots in industry raise the question whether their use may lead to labor displacement or replacement, as stated by Corbett [42], Krings [88] and Ramioul [43]. Will job profiles improve if robots take over dangerous, dull and dirty jobs, as promised for the adoption of these technical changes in thousands of manufacturing companies around the globe? To answer this question, it is necessary to know if the use of robots may lead to an extension of the digital divide between those that have higher qualification and can get involved in the decision-making process, and those that are supposed to be only passively involved in the technical system. Empirical evidence shows both sides of the medal. Usually, highly qualified workers can be expected to have better chances to deal with robots and CWEs. Less skilled workers, however, are likely to get involved in workplaces that are poorer in content and imply repetitive and simpler tasks, also working with automated systems but without any further action besides “pushing buttons”. While robot manufacturers usually develop their systems considering the job needs of a system programmer or an ICT expert, the perspective of the operator in the loop is often neglected. This perspective should form the basis of the WRI concept, and to a certain extent, a generalized HRI concept.

In fact, these issues have been discussed in social sciences for several decades. The trends show that the “classic” questions with regard to qualification and skills, shifts in work, and substitution of work are still crucial in reflecting on new technologies. This is specifically true when it comes to the interlinkage of manufacturing in global value chains. However, the most recent developments in robotics demonstrate the need to revise the concepts discussed. When reframing and reflecting on new questions, it seems important to increase collaboration among social scientists, engineering scientists, and computer scientists, following Fischer and Lehrl [19], Gorle and Clive [41], and van Est and Kroos [1]. Knowledge from other disciplines can provide an important reference framework when social scientists analyze and debate organizational alternatives and the availability of choices with regard to HMI. We may extend these debates to the application of robots. Without doubt, collaborative robots and new technical issues like augmented vision in manufacturing raise new questions and challenges, because they offer new elements to consider with regard to the design of workplaces and
organizational models. In all, such issues always imply the need for further qualification and new competences among the workforce.

There are several empirical studies on HRI or CWEs, or just on human interaction with automated systems [31,60,79,90]. What seems new in these studies is the call for considering the ethical and legal dimensions of technology, which, however, very often does not seem to be related to the organizational framework of the specific contexts. The legal dimension basically refers to safety issues, whereas the ethical dimension is strongly related to issues of working with robots [1]. The regulation framework does not approach the issues of job substitution. The technical assessments raise ethical questions without considering the expectations and needs of the human workers. Focusing on human involvement strategies in technology innovation in organizations becomes crucial to understand the implications of the use of those technologies. In that sense, do they improve productivity? Do they generate new organizational configurations? Or can they improve the quality of work environments?

New approaches to a new quality of HRI, however, include participatory strategies that still have to be developed. Robotics application in work environments requires consideration of new issues of the design of tasks, compliance of machine integration in working groups, and increasing complexity of data processing. Such workplace design must take account of the integration of multiple interfaces that require more interaction of humans with sensors, robots and buffers, as well as different competences and responsibilities. Vice versa, these new functions may also allow for new forms of human influence and creativity in working processes.

As mentioned above, new workplace design goes beyond merely ergonomic issues. It also includes software tools to be used by workers. These tools include knowledge-based systems, augmented reality, and communication processes. Therefore, research on the development of software to integrate knowledge-based systems into automated and programmable machinery is also an empirical field, where the field of tacit knowledge can raise new problems of formalized knowledge. Several sociological studies already addressed these topics, but almost no research was done in the context of complex manufacturing systems [10,12].

In some cases, teleoperation is increasingly used in applications that are dangerous for humans. However, these applications are not totally autonomous and usually cannot be operated without any control by humans. It is therefore important to understand that HRI can also take place in teleoperation systems. This is perhaps most evident in surgery.

Everywhere, the number of robotic applications is increasing in sectors where there was little or no automation before. Applications in agriculture, healthcare or surgery reveal the potentials and challenges of the use of robots in all working spheres—not only in manufacturing. New studies on the assessment of attitudes towards robots or the use of robots and the workload in HRI provide further empirical evidence on co-working concepts [7,9,55,77] and show the potential of robots working side-by-side with human operators.

Some of these new concepts of HRI are related to language processing. The use of natural language for programming is particularly relevant in the fields of manufacturing and professional use of robotics. New applications of augmented reality can include the increased use of social robots (or cobots) featuring natural language and knowledge-based processing. The use of natural language can also have great importance in teleoperation. A new challenge lies in the cultural environments of robot applications. In such technical configurations, the socio-technical approach is increasingly important to HRI in work spheres. Haptics is not very relevant in manufacturing, but with the introduction of augmented reality new problems will arise, such as the required immersion of the operator in a simulated environment or the possible lack of experience in using artificial vision devices. This field is particularly relevant to safety issues [46,75]. Attention, mental workload, stress, trust have to be dealt with in a balanced and participatory manner in order to avoid dysfunctional problems and accidents.

Research on intuitive robot programming in manufacturing has already been conducted for 25 years (see Heise [14], Cypher [30], Münch et al. [91], and Kaiser [57]). In recent years, intuitive programming and the intuitive “use” of technology has become relevant in a variety of processes.
in industry. The intuitive use of technology has also increasingly been applied to ICT products, as mentioned by Colombo et al. [71] and Rogalla et al. [92]. Furthermore, it is required in the development of complex equipment and machinery [29], such as computerized numerical control (CNC) machine tools, flexible manufacturing systems, and industrial robotics as refer Marin et al. [93] and Prassler [53]. The development of programming procedures in those industrial machines in the last years was aimed at providing machines with a simpler software language or even intuitive representations, and has made it possible for most workers to operate machines with more complicated features and capacities then before. Automated system manufacturers have already reached very high levels of technology development, but there are still some steps to take in simplifying their use and making it more intuitive and simple. All these approaches have raised new problems as to how people interact with equipment and machinery. Following this rationale, a challenge has been the modeling of work organization under such conditions. Managers and analysts used to consider work organization modeling in a classical way, based on conventional or even conservative models. But with the implementation of those technologies, and more generally with the increase in CWEs, alternative designs of work organization are needed. Hierarchies, centralized decision processes, authority, and traditional control are concepts that should be re-evaluated under these new conditions. To a certain extent, the development of autonomous systems (AS) and the widespread use of HRI in manufacturing have brought new models of work organization, task distribution, work content, organization of working times, taking into account aspects of safety, maintenance, control, and feedback. When considering these issues, the “social” dimension should be defined with regard to new technical problems.

There are various limitations and challenges to the development of approaches to intuitive HRI. Many efforts have been made recently to enable easy and intuitive interaction with robots that would need more software developments. Applications that integrate the concept of the Internet of Things (IoT) are being increasingly introduced in the shop floor environment. The same applies to augmented reality and haptic developments. Experiences in the field of social robotics can demonstrate that [79,94]. However, there are still relatively few examples of the use of HRI in work environments, as shown by Lenz [52] if we consider all working places around the world. It has, however, a growing interest in the manufacturing industry, but the existing cases are still limited. The aspects of workgroup concepts, participation in decision making, de-centralized decision processes, feedback, and work autonomy must receive adequate consideration in any approach to HRI based on intuition and knowledge-based resources. These approaches should focus on improving the working environment, as well as the decision-making and control processes, in order to provide for safer workplaces and increased productivity. Further knowledge of these social dimensions is needed to develop appropriate tools and systems for human–robot interaction.

Several HRI studies have pointed out the psychological aspects related with tensions on the use of ICT systems in work spheres [64,80,83]. To a certain extent, the outcomes of these studies may be also applied to our perspective. For example, the above-mentioned concept of human-centered technical systems should not only be defined based on the technical configuration of a system, but more in terms of the organizational configuration, because this concept of CWE leads to new patterns of HRI and, more specifically, WRI [14,75,76]. In other words, in CWEs, workgroup concepts (such as flat hierarchies and decentralized decision processes), as a specific type of organizational configuration, require higher technological expertise among the expected competence of the workers. In a WRI environment, an operator should have the capacity to decide and intervene autonomously when a potential problem may occur in order to ensure smooth operation of the system and achieve higher productivity levels in terms of time to delivery and product quality.

A recent European project (SMErobot) has developed these tools. The reconfigurability and modularity of the control system have been exploited in order to implement Programming by Demonstration based on manual guidance and in order to use a low-cost programming device developed by Colombo et al. [71]. In recent years, the collaborative robot manufacturers have continued on this path. They propose to extend the control architecture with the objective to have a robust and
interactive robot control, where the “target is to have an intelligent controller, safe and robust, able to understand complex tasks and to share them in simplex commands” [71]. These aspects are important elements of the intuitive interaction concept.

To summarize, observations show that robotic systems do not necessarily determine the model of work organization to be adopted. There are different options of organizing HRI environments. But robot manufacturers are aware that most forms of organization limit their options in terms of the re-configurability of automation systems. In interviews conducted by the authors, experts point to the possibility of determining the way production systems are used. That is, when implementing robotic systems, the decision between several organizational options is taken before a technical system is adopted. In many cases, however, the adoption of new technical systems can limit the development of organizational models. This often results in a difficult and sometimes conflictual process of adjustment.

In this context, issues of the design of new interfaces and the principles of decision-making in organizations arise. Most examples can be found in the manufacturing sector, but also shows more and more organizational shifts by these technologies, where the processes of communication are defining principles of decision flows. The definition of work organization implies the definition of tasks to be accomplished by humans with more or less autonomy, using tools and intelligent equipment. Approaches to HRI should therefore be closely linked to approaches to organization models in industrial work systems. Due to the mutual relationship between humans and machines, the implementation of robots is a process that has important implications: Does information and communication become more formalized and the process becomes standardized or vice versa? Does it increase (or reduce) human creativity and the influence within HRI? Or that formalization happens just with robots and with HRI and not with the other agents in the working process? There are two major alternatives, depending on the chosen organizational model of work environments. In some (few) cases, highly qualified human operators can intervene in the production process and control it from a higher level of action. In other cases, low-skill operation only allows the process to be monitored; due to the few interaction possibilities, the human workplaces can become irrelevant. The different outcomes depend on the choice for a specific model of work organization [25,35,77,95].

5. Concluding Remarks: Humans Working with Robots

The development of a highly advanced manufacturing industry in Europe based on robotic systems is a clear political objective. In order to achieve higher productivity levels, companies should provide conditions for highly skilled workers to improve their working capacities and resources by using robotic systems, which allow for higher levels of competence and quality as well as simple, precise and intuitive modes of interaction. As highlighted in this article, new technical options offer new modes of HRI.

Technological developments in the manufacturing industry receive new input from research in sectors such as services, logistics or health. Automation models from manufacturing, on the other hand, are transferred to other sectors (food production, agriculture, health, and mining). In general, it can be said that industrial organization models are also applied to services. Research questions should therefore be considered in the respective work contexts. Here, it is interesting to know what kind of research and development has been done on the integration of robot systems in complex work organization models. Most manufacturing companies using several types of CNC machine tools, conveyors, automated warehouses, sensors and robots have specific problems of interaction to cope with. The systems of communication between the equipment units always present operational problems, but the integration of humans in such systems is particularly difficult. System integrators usually do not reflect on and develop socio-technical concepts of working environments. At most, they seem to consider the adaptation of humans to the machines: human operators need to have appropriate conditions to perform their tasks (training, experience, and skills as well as additional social competences to be integrated into working teams and to perform their tasks in the automated environment.
Concepts of learning processes, competence building, decentralized decision making, and participative organization models are particularly relevant in manufacturing environments with increased automation systems and advanced HMI. In order to develop “social” categories of HMI, there must be a mutual relationship between humans and robotic systems. An advanced concept of work organization that improves the development of competences, decision making and task enrichment systems could lead to better working conditions and a higher quality of work life.

Programming of industrial robots is still very time-consuming and requires experienced personnel. For many tasks—especially in small and medium-sized enterprises and with small lot sizes—this effort does not pay, as pointed out by Eason [78], Ribeiro and Barata [96], Schraft and Meyer [83], and Ritter et al. [33]. Intuitive interaction can reduce the amount of effort and increase the accuracy of programming and planning.

New conceptual approaches to the interaction of humans with industrial robots do not only consider technical aspects but also raise questions such as:

(a) Considering that HRI is not a merely technical approach, do they also offer possibilities with regard to improve working conditions in industry?
(b) How far are the approaches to designing intuitive robot interfaces related to new concepts of HRI?
(c) Are image schemes and their metaphorical extensions useful for user interface design?
(d) Is the human-robot interaction characterized by a relationship of trust? In other words, How far do humans trust in robots in work environments?

When answering these questions it is important to bear in mind that robot users are usually skilled workers trained to perform their manufacturing tasks or specific robot operations. An OECD report states, “skills can be gained beyond formal qualifications through both on the job-training and opportunities for lifelong education and training, which may also raise labor productivity via lower mismatch” [48] (p.66). Developing new work practices, internally reallocating over-skilled workers, or retraining low-skilled workers are core practices of a managerial quality principle in companies. Taking these practices into account, HRI may also lead to more creative input from operators and increase the quality of work.

Depending on the model of work organization, workers can either be involved in decision-making, proceed some programming fine tuning, apply quality control procedures and develop basic maintenance tasks, or carry out only standard procedures of surveillance and basic operations. In the first case they should have higher training on robot operation; in the second case they require only basic training procedures.

In the case of industrial robots, they are usually operated by qualified workers of the manufacturing sector. However, if the robots are used for repetitive and simple tasks usually it displaces low skilled workers who become controllers of the system, are dismissed or assigned to other areas of the shop floor. If robots are used in complex tasks in order to relieve workload and physical stress, the human operators must improve their skills and increase their competences by continuing allocated to the workplace. In such cases they can even use their tacit knowledge improving the quality of work environment. They must take on new tasks associated to the operation of the robots, such as maintenance, programming, data management etc., which sometimes involve increased responsibility.

In the manufacturing industry, it seems important to know what the criteria in place for new programming are. And also one must know which new operation concepts can be developed at the computer integrated working cells that associate robots, AGV, CNC machine tools and other automation elements. Such knowledge is a condition for a better-designed workplace with CWE. In industrial sociology research on robotization in manufacturing, a focus has been on gaining knowledge about the social competences and skills required of robot operators. Most studies have identified several distinct organization models that use the skills requirements differently. The occupational competence can be developed accordingly to those different options. The models used are often strongly related to management strategies for improving competitiveness and performance.
Another question is how far tacit knowledge at the shop floor can be articulated for intuitive robot operation and control. That can need also a knowledge codification for such operation mode. To answer such questions, an interdisciplinary approach involving socio-psychology and computer sciences is needed. Both perspectives can contribute to facilitating the use of workers’ competences and professional experience in order to improve automation processes.

When developing and designing the intuitive interfaces for industrial robots, such as hardware, software and system integration, robot experts in the manufacturing industry usually do not clearly recognize the “social” implications of their concepts. The relation between intuitive design, and the possibility to enable and improve the qualification of workers operating the equipment is still largely unknown. In other words, does intuitive design enable less skilled workers to perform the necessary operating tasks or does it require higher qualified operators? And what are the implications in terms of safety? Does intuitive interfaces enable better production safety? Are there qualification conditions?

Assessing the alternative options is important to ensure an informed decision-making process. This requires interdisciplinary knowledge and collaborative research. But do existing approaches in social sciences (sociology, psychology, economics, political science, anthropology) provide meaningful input here? A literature research has revealed that the number of papers using this approach is limited, at least when compared to similar studies on ergonomic and working conditions. Therefore, further empirical evidence is needed in order to contribute to the conceptual development in this field.

Dario et al. stated already in 1996 that “most of these problems are new for the robotics researchers, used to deal in the past with robots which operate in strictly controlled environments (like industrial robots) and/or conditions (like, for example, robots for space, or for submarine or nuclear applications). However, it is important to observe that many of the problems posed by the interaction between human and robots in different environments (for example when the robot must “live” in a place, like a house, where a human being lives) are quite familiar to other research communities. Psychology, anthropology, social science and industrial design are some of the areas with which the robotics community will be ‘forced’ to collaborate increasingly in the future. It is our opinion, however, that these collaborations will further fertilize with stimulating and intriguing new ideas in interdisciplinary fields of robotics” [55]. Some decades later, this continues to be a scientific challenge, and a systematic research approach is still lacking.

The development of totally autonomous systems should not be considered a primary goal. Usually they are only developed for simple and repetitive tasks. For more complex tasks, the aim should not be to replace skilled work, but to assistance human workers. Technical solutions should also integrate social and ethical issues. Strategies for technology development in this field are thus placed in a totally different context. This means that humans should be at the heart of production developments, with machinery (including robotics) used as supportive or assistive systems.

Robotic systems in manufacturing raise the problem of how to integrate the organization of complex tasks with several workers in different workstations. The probability that an existing production model will continue to be used after the introduction of robots is very high. System developers usually only provide technical solutions to the companies, but no organizational ones. However, the interaction between workers and robots requires organizational solutions, mostly in terms of increased complexity of decision-making. From this perspective, new forms of work organization in manufacturing, such as task enrichment, job rotation, and semi-autonomous workgroups, should be considered in the HRI design. Furthermore, the most conservative solutions (one machine for one workplace) bring additional problems of rigidity, increased number of failures (sometimes involving safety issues), or unexpected results.

The analysis of HRI in the manufacturing sector requires further micro-level empirical evidence. Social science studies on workplace changes can be used as benchmarks for increasing quality standards and improving market sustainability. However, a further step should be taken. Social scientists should collaborate with system developers to jointly search for new solutions that integrate organizational factor in order to identify and integrate the social dimensions in new HRI strategies in industry.
These “social” dimensions should include the quality of work in manufacturing, addressing “old” questions in new ways.

The number of studies on HRI has increased in recent years, and the debate on intuitive interaction demonstrates the high interest in the field. The robot manufacturing industry has become increasingly involved in such research activities, while in product development further attention must be paid to safety issues. However, the higher the need for safe automation solutions, the higher the intensity of applied research on ergonomics and working condition studies.

It is obvious that there are several limitations and challenges to the development of HRI approaches. These should be tackled with the aim of improving the working environment as well as the decision-making and control processes, which are needed to create safer workplaces and to achieve improved productive outcomes.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AGV auto-guided vehicle
AS autonomous systems
CICS.NOVA Interdisciplinary Centre of Social Sciences
CIMS complex integrated manufacturing system
CNC computerized numerical control
CWE complex work environments
CWS complex working system
FCT-UNL Faculdade de Ciências e Tecnologia [Faculty of Sciences and Technology]—Universidade Nova de Lisboa
HMI Human-machine interaction
HRI human-robot interaction
ICT information and communication technology
IFR International Federation of Robotics
ILO International Labor Office
IMF International Monetary Fund
IoT Internet of Things
IR industrial robot
ISO International Standard Organization
ITAS Institute for Technology Assessment and Systems Analysis
KIT Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
OECD Organizational for Economic Cooperation and Development
OTA Office for Technology Assessment
SR service robot
WRI worker-robot interaction
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